MotionRail™


Motion Awareness: Profound.

MotionRail provides passengers with a visual reference of travel speed and direction.

Handrail Safety Solutions

EHC is the world leader in custom escalator handrails. Our MotionRail handrails offer customers comfort in providing helpful motion indicators to alert passengers, young and elderly, of the speed and direction of travel - ensuring safe escalator entry and exiting.

TufFlex MotionRail (Rubber Handrails)

Available in bold yellow or high contrast white, dot and diamond configurations can be applied to rubber handrails in various select sizes to assist with heavy traffic flow in dense areas.

NT MotionRail (Thermoplastic Handrails)

MotionRail for thermoplastic handrails retains vibrancy and offers full colour capabilities with advanced bonding properties. Customers can select indicators from a wide variety of preconfigured shapes and symbols, or design and submit their own.

Keep your escalator passengers moving naturally & safely with MotionRail!